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Hardware Supplied

ring
x2

screw
x2 x1

allen keywasher 
x2

IMPORTANT - PLEASE RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

The Mocka Ride On Ladybird is designed for one rider at a time and is 
suitable for children aged 12 months and older with a maximum of 
25kg.

Note: A, B & C already attached to handlebars
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Assembly Instructions
Thank you for your purchase. 
Please follow the instructions below for correct assembly.

Warning:  Small parts are used to assemble the Ride on Ladybird & 
Bumble Bee and should only be assembled by an adult. Keep all
assembly parts away from small children.

Suitable for ages 12 months +



Attach the handle bar [1] to the main body [2] as shown, using 2x 
washers (C), 2x rings (B) and 2x screws (A). Secure and tighten 
using the allen key (D). You’re done, enjoy!

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Before riding the Mocka Ride on Ladybird or Bumble Bee 
for the first time, and before each future ride, please 
ensure that all parts are secure and that there is no 
damage from previous use. Please ensure all fastenings 
and wheels are tight and that the wheels rotate freely. If 
any part is broken or damaged, discontinue use 
immediately. Failure to do so may result in injury.

To clean, wipe the Mocka Ride on Ladybird/Bumble Bee 
with a damp, clean cloth.

WARNING
The Mocka Ride on Ladybird/Bumble Bee is to be used 
under adult supervision at all times. To prevent risk of 
falling, the Mocka Ride on Ladybird/Bumble Bee must be 
on clean, level surfaces. It must not be used near roads, 
water (including ponds, rivers and swimming pools), 
stairs or hills. Riders must wear shoes at all times.
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